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• Introduction of our team and today’s speakers

• The REACH and AHA Centre collaboration (how the idea for this webinar 

came about) 

• A little history about the Journal of Indigenous HIV Research (JIHR)

• Theme for JIHR Volume 11 – allyship 

• What does a submission to the JIHR look like?

• Q & A 



Our hostess: 
Jennifer Mavritsakis 

Today’s speakers: 
• Marni Amirault
• Janice Duddy
• Andrea Mellor
• Randy Jackson

Our technical team: 
Janet Madson
Madeline Gallard
Sherri Pooyak

Top row: Jennifer; Janice and Marni 
Middle row: Sherri, Andrea and Randy 

Bottom: Janet  
(Madeline Gallard not pictured here)



The overall GOAL of CIHR’s Collaborative Centres is to: 

• build HIV/AIDS CBR capacity across Canada; 

• to create new and sustain existing partnerships between communities 
and academia; and to 

• foster the development of new HIV/AIDS CBR research projects and the 
translation of resulting evidence.

(https://www.researchnet-
recherchenet.ca/rnr16/vwOpprtntyDtls.do?prog=2566&view=browseArchi
ve&browseArc=true&sponsor=CIHR-
38&type=EXACT&resultCount=25&next=4)

https://www.researchnet-recherchenet.ca/rnr16/vwOpprtntyDtls.do?prog=2566&view=browseArchive&browseArc=true&sponsor=CIHR-38&type=EXACT&resultCount=25&next=4


• Research partnerships / mutual supports

• Workshop collaborations   

• Share in leadership responsibilities: 
• Janice = the AHA Governing Council 

• Sherri = REACH Leadership committee

• Marni = the Atlantic Interdisciplinary Research

Network’s (AIRN) Leadership Committee    



2003: 
 Notable increase in HIV and AIDS research

Few opportunities for dissemination of research 
results 

CAAN applied for funding for a dissemination 
project  

2006: Inaugural edition of Canadian Journal of Aboriginal 
HIV/AIDS Community-Based Research (CJACBR) published!  

2017: A name change - from CJACBR to Journal of Indigenous 
HIV Research (JIHR) 



• To share what we know with our communities!

• Priority is given to Indigenous authors and Indigenous-led teams

• Research done on HIV and AIDS (and increasingly STBBI) by First Nations, 
Inuit and Métis communities in Canada 

• Audience: who are we writing for?
• Indigenous people living with HIV and AIDS (IPHAs)
• Indigenous HIV/AIDS service organizations Building community 
• community leaders, policy and decision- makers, and anyone with an interest in 

HIV/AIDS



In addition to Peer Reviewed / scientifically rigorous articles that offer a 
unique perspective (that of HIV community-based research conducted by 
and with Indigenous communities), the JIHR tells a story. 

If we look closely at the articles that have been published in the journal, 
beginning in 2006, we will find evidence of: 
• An increase of Indigenous authors;
• An increase in Indigenous leadership on research teams;
• A shift in positions. Examples include: 

• IPHAs moving from being research participants to active research team members 
• students moving from a Bachelor’s program through to a PhD

• A shift in our ideas and the quality of knowledge we share; and
• A shift in methodologies from CBR  Decolonizing Indigenous



Volume 11 theme: Navigating Allyship: What does it mean to work together in 
service to the community? 

Some things to think about to get you started:

• How important is allyship to you & your organization?

• Why/how did this collaboration come to be?

• How has allyship affected not only your work, but you 

and your relationships – to yourself? Your community? To the world around you?

• Why do want to work in allyship to a particular community?



What kind of submissions are accepted?

How does one submit an article? Where can this info be found?

What can someone who has never submitted a piece of writing expect?

What happens once an article is submitted?



Community-based research development and findings: Quantitative, qualitative, 
or mixed methods research that throughout the entire process engages community. 
We welcome papers that speak to any stage of the research process, including 
research development, design, data collection and analysis processes and findings.

Student work: Students can submit articles (term papers, theses, etc.) that focus 
on allyship.

Commentary: Opinion pieces which speak to trends in community-based research, 
Knowledge Translation (KT) or other issues of importance.

Stories: Personal accounts of experiences related to allyship or accounts of 
successful and innovative approaches that address working together in a good way.

International work that includes an Indigenous Canadian component: Articles 
written for an international audience about allyship and/or related issues. Articles 
must include a Canadian component.



All manuscripts submitted to the JIHR undergo a double-blinded peer 
review process which means reviewers do not know who the authors 
are, and authors do not know who their reviewers are. 

• Strive for a balanced representation among reviewers: 
• Indigenous and allied reviewers who are engaged in HIV and AIDS CBR 
• Community and academic reviewers

We are always looking for new reviewers to help out! All reviewers are 
volunteer, but it’s a good way to learn what is happening in your 
community. Also, peer review is a skill you can include on your CV.



1. You and your co-authors submit a paper to the AHA Centre 

2. AHA Centre staff read through your paper to ensure suitability

3. Your paper, along with others, are sent for peer review 

4. AHA staff summarize reviewers’ comments and scores and send a letter to the authors 

letting them know: 

• What reviewers thought of the paper 

• What changes need to be made  

5. You and your team work together to make changes to the manuscript and send the new 

draft back to AHA Centre staff.   

6. The new drafts are reviewed by AHA Centre staff and published if the requested changes 

were made.  





Please send two copies of your manuscript (one blinded, one not 
blinded)  and a cover letter to Jennifer Mavritsakis: 

jenniferm@caan.ca

Deadline: Tuesday June 30 , 2020 by 4:30pm AST.

Policies and guidelines can be found: 
https://www.ahacentre.ca/journal.html

Questions can be directed to: Marni: marnia@caan.ca

mailto:jenniferm@caan.ca
https://www.ahacentre.ca/journal.html
mailto:marnia@caan.ca

